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Objectives: 

 
At the completion of this workshop each participant will: 

 

1. Be aware of the four Adult Learning Principles 

2.  Be able to identify their particular learning style and how 

information is processed in relation to their learning style. 

3.  Have a working knowledge of how humans think and remember 

4. Understand encoding and demonstrate the ability to retrieve stored 

information with a high level of success. 

5. Be able to identify “key words and concepts” when reading a 

paragraph or chapter in a book. 

6. Understand how to take notes that enhance his/her recall when 

studying or taking a test. 

7. Understand how test questions are developed and how to be a 

better test taker. 
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How to Get “A’s” In College 

Understanding the Learning Process: 

 

Definition: 
An activity (not necessarily conscious) by which skills, knowledge, 

attitudes, etc. are acquired, retained, internalized and utilized resulting 

in a change--positive or negative--in behavior.  

 
Education:   Exposure to knowledge; academic 

 

Training:   Skill-building; performance-based 
 

Facilitation:  Guiding activity that supports group functioning 

 
Coaching:   Guidance provided to an individual--or a group--

moving to a new    level of performance. 
 
Mentoring:   Advice and counsel, usually in a structured 

relationship 
 

Modeling:   Demonstrating behavior--sometimes unintentionally 

--that creates    similar behavior in others 
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How We Learn: 
 

Understanding How We Process Information 

Scientific evidence confirms that men and women are wired differently.  
A Canadian research scientist, Sandra Witleson, using MRI scans 

detected that a man's area of emotion is located in two areas in the 

right hemisphere of the brain only.  And women’s emotions were 

located throughout both hemispheres of the brain. 

 

The physiological differences between males and females occur before 
birth while the child is still in the mothers' womb.  Our brain is divided 

into two hemispheres and is connected by a communication link called 

the corpus callosum.  This fibrous cable communicates information 

back and forth between both sides of the brain.  However, this cable 
develops differently in male and female fetuses. 
 

At about the sixteenth week of a male's fetal development, the 
chemical hormone androgen washes over his brain.  This microscopic 
wash of androgen, causes an amazing transformation to occur:  Many 

of the fibrous connections in the corpus callosum between the two 
hemispheres of the brain begin to dissolve.  Because of this, about 80 

percent of males utilize only one side of their brain at a time. 

A female fetus does not experience this androgen wash, so she is born 

with the interconnecting fibers intact.  That means most females can 
retrieve and store information simultaneously. 

 
Simply put, the male brain wasn't designed to pass information back 

and forth between hemispheres like the female brain does.  Therefore, 
it's not surprising that women, with the thicker fibrous connection, can 

transfer information faster between both hemispheres and can make 

quicker decisions and judgment calls by utilizing the intuitive side. 
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Men's brains are highly compartmentalized and have the ability to 

separate and store information.  At the end of a day full of problems, a 

man's brain can file them all away. CHECK-OUT! 
 

The female brain does not store information in that way-the problems 

just keep going around and around in her head. 

 

For these reasons you need to know how we as an individual learn; if 

you know your particular learning style it will greatly enhance your 
ability to retain information and link the learned information to 

concepts and precepts that are presented and taught. 

 
Adult Learning Principles: 

 Adults learn best in comfortable and safe surroundings--

both physically and psychologically. 
 Adult learning is an internal, self-activity 

 Adults learn best when there is an immediate and timely 
need to learn 

 Adults learn best through relevant and practical 
experiences 

 

Know Your Sensory Style 
An individual’s response or interpretation of information is a result of 

his or her sensory stimulation. 
 

Visual (seeing) Observing pictures, printed material, body language 

 

Auditory (hearing) Listening to sounds, words, tonal texture 
 

Kinesthetic (feeling) Hands-on experience and emotional reactions 
 

Olfactory (smell) Aromas, odors cue the memory and cause a  
    reaction 

 

Gustatory (taste) Taste and textures cue the memory and  

    cause a reaction 
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We gather information through every sense, however, we tend to 

favor, prefer and trust one (primary) mode over the others and we 

interpret information predominantly through that sense.  We also have 
a preferred secondary mode. 

No one sense is better or more effective than the others.  Our sensory 

data gathering is performed at an unconscious level and has 

environmental or situational variations. 

Visual data gathering individuals are the most common--approximately 

60% of the American population.  People use different (sensory) 
representational systems as their primary basis for thoughts and 

feelings.   

 
It's helpful in your education process that you identify your preferred 

representational system, and gear your approach to study and learning 

from that perspective.  
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How We Think and Remember: 
 

Exercise: 

Ask 3 people to describe their house. 

How We Remember: 

It’s important to know that we remember in pictures.  
Exercise: 

Ask some to tell where they where when Kennedy was assassinated, 

Princess Diana died, or the Space Shuttle blew up. 

Create a visual to assist you in remembering important information. 
 
We have three areas where information is stored: 

 
1. Sensory Memory: [This is what the brain sees as you move 

through life] 

 Large capacity 
 Contains sensory information  

o What you hear 

o What you smell 

o What you see 
o What you taste 

o What you feel 
 This area has a very brief retention of images (up 

to ½ second for visual images and two seconds 
for auditory. 

 This information is forgotten 

 
2. Short-term Memory: [This area is operating when you are taking 

notes] 

 Limited capacity 
 Brief storage of information up to 30 seconds if no 

rehearsal 

 Involves conscious processing of information 

 Involved in conscious processing of information 
 This information is forgotten 

 

3. Long-term Memory 
 Unlimited capacity 

 Storage –is thought by some to be permanent 

 Information is organized and indexed 
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Your brain never forgets anything you experience.  I also might add 

your brain sees more than you are actually looking at.  The key is how 

to recall information when you need it. 
 

Encoding, Storage, and Retrieval 

According to information-processing theories, remembering begins 

with encoding, the conversion of information to a form that the brain 

can process and store.  

 
For example, when you hear a lecture, you may hang-on every word, 

but you do not store those words verbatim.  Instead, your brain 

converts sentences to units of meaning, called propositions.  
Propositions are unitary ideas made up of abstract concepts rather 

than words.  These concepts are seen in your brain as pictures which 

can be stored in the form of auditory or visual images-melodies, 
sounds, "pictures in the mind's eye." encoded (in memory). 

 
With certain kinds of information, encoding takes place automatically; 

you don't have to make a deliberate effort. Think about your bedroom.  
When were you last there?  What color are the walls?  Where is the 
bed located?  You can probably provide this information easily, even 

though you never made an effort to encode it.  In general, people 
automatically encode their location in space and time and the 

frequency with which they experience various situations. 
 

Where as, memories for specific motor skills, such as those involved in 

swimming or riding a bicycle, may be encoded and stored as sets of 

kinesthetic (muscular) instructions. Memories for motor skills are 
extremely long-lasting. If you learned to swim as a child, you will still 

know how to swim at age 30, even if you haven't been in a pool or 
lake for years. 

 
But other kinds of information require effortful encoding.  To retain 

such information, you might have to label it, associate it with other 

material, or rehearse it until it is familiar.   
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Unfortunately, people sometimes count on automatic encoding when 

effortful encoding is needed.  

For example, students may assume they can encode the material in a 
textbook as effortlessly as they encode the color of their bedrooms, 

and then they wind up in trouble at test time. 

 

Once encoding takes place, the next steps are storage and retrieval, 

the recovery of stored material, or what a computer programmer 

might call the "accessing" of information.  If you put it in it will rise to 
the surface.  Often when you are trying to recall information it is very 

“quiet and soft” it is not loud and forceful like it was when you first 

heard, saw, smelled or felt the information.  Because of this during 
test taking many students are faked out by “reasoning” and they 

reason away the correct answer. 
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How to Read a Book 
 

When you are taking multiple classes with multiple reading 

assignments time becomes a major factor during the course of study.  
You must learn the art of reading for concept!  When reading a book it 

is important to understand that books are written like walls are built 

each brick is placed upon another brick likewise, books are written key 

concept upon key concept.  

 

It is also, important to note that in each paragraph of a book there is 
typically one main topic or concept and two or there key words that 

support the key concept.  You must ask yourself “what is the author 

trying to say in the paragraph?”  [Look for keywords they guide you to 

the concepts!] 
 
Let’s take a paragraph from this handout and identify the key words 

and key concepts. 
 
Once encoding takes place, the next steps are storage and retrieval, 

the recovery of stored material, or what a computer programmer 
might call the "accessing" of information.  If you put it in it will rise to 

the surface.  Often when you are trying to recall information it is very 

“quiet and soft” it is not loud and forceful like it was when you first 

heard, saw, smelled or felt the information.  Because of this during 
test taking many students are faked out by “reasoning” and they 

reason away the correct answer. 
 

What are the operative words that make up this paragraph? 
Encoding, storage, retrieval, recovery, accessing information, test 

taking 

 
What are the key concepts? 

1. If you put it in it will rises to the surface--Recalled information it 

is very “quiet and soft” 
2. Faked out by “reasoning” when test taking--Reason away the 

correct answer. 
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Once you have identified the key “words and or concepts” ask yourself 

what message the author trying to convey?  

 
 How does this information relate to the big picture? 

 What is the linkage between this concept and other key concepts in 

the course of study? 

 Look for key people and dates, or events. 
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How to Take Note 
 

Because we remember in pictures notes should be taken where 

information is first heard on handouts or in a text book.  Your mind will 
encode your notes with the important aspects of the handout or 

written text.  You may not remember the exact page number your 

notes are on, but, you will remember its location on the page i.e., top, 

bottom, right or left side of the book. 

 

If you write your notes and the related information at a given location 
in your text book or handout; when presented with this same 

information in a test question the correct picture “answer” will come to 

your mind.  [Certain emotions are created regarding information that 

you read—these emotions can be revisited at the location they were 
created in your textbook or handout.  The emotions create the pictures 
in you mind]. 
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How to Take a Test 
 

Test Development Principles: 

 Repetition (through practice or repeated exposure) aids 
retention 

 Primacy/Important emphasis contributes to value and aids 

retention’ 

 Association of new information to existing information is an 

effective linkage 

 Recency suggests that the last (most recent) information 
offered is the most easily recalled 

 

There are many forms of tests True and False, Multiple Choice, Word 

Problems, Matching, Essay, just to name a few…  Tests are simply a 
tool to measure a persons retention and understanding of necessary 
concepts and skills in the application or demonstration in a given field 

or practice. 
 
Where Do Test Questions Come From? 

If tests are a tool to measure a person’s retention and understanding 
of necessary concepts and skills; then test questions are developed 

from the key concepts and skills presented in your reading, lecture, or 

hands-on demonstration.  The key is how to identify these key 

concepts and skills. 
 

Example: 
Let’s revisit the key words and concepts in the paragraph we discussed 

in the section How to Read a Book and develop a few test questions. 
It is important to remember that in each paragraph there is typically 

one main topic or concept and a few key words.  You must ask 

yourself “what is the author trying to say in the paragraph?”  Test 
questions are created from the keywords and key concepts! 
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Once encoding takes place, the next steps are storage and retrieval, 

the recovery of stored material, or what a computer programmer 

might call the "accessing" of information.  If you put it in it will rise to 
the surface.  Often when you are trying to recall information it is very 

“quiet and soft” it is not loud and forceful like it was when you first 

heard, saw, smelled or felt the information.  Because of this during 

test taking many students are faked out by “reasoning” and they 

reason away the correct answer. 

 
What are the operative words that make up this paragraph? 

Encoding, storage, retrieval, recovery, accessing information, test 

taking 
 

What are the key concepts? 

1. If you put it in it will rise to the surface--Recalled information it 
is very “quiet and soft” 

2. Faked out by “reasoning” when test taking--Reason away the 
correct answer. 

 
A test developer will develop a test question that measures your 
understanding of all or some of these key words or concepts.  

However, it is important to note that test developers do not like to 
“just give” the test takers the answers to test questions.  Therefore 

the correct answer is typically not the first answer given when reading 
the possible answers. 

 

Sample “Keyword” Test Question: 

1. The recall of information is called 
 

a. Encoding 
b. Storage 

c. Recovery   
d. None of the above 

 

The correct answer is [c.] Recovery  
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Sample “Key Concept” Test Question: 

3. Students are faked out when taking test because: 

 
a. When recalling information they reason away the correct 

answer. 

b. If they put information “in” it will not rises to the “surface.” 

c. Recalled information is too “soft and quite” for the mind to 

hear. 

d. The correct answer is not given 
 

The correct answer is [a.] When recalling information they reason 

away the correct answer. 
 

Often an instructor will test the student to see if they have internalized 

a key concept and a test question will ask you to identify “an aspect 
that is inconsistence with the key concept.  [Therefore, you are looking 

for the wrong answer]. 
 

3. All of the options below are correct regarding encoding except: 
 

a. After lectured or reading assignments have been encoded the 

next steps are storage and retrieval. 
b. If you put it in it will rise to the surface. 

c. Recalled information it is very “quiet and soft”  
d. Recalled information is loud and forceful like it was when you 

first heard, saw, smelled or felt. 

e. There is not enough information to answer this question. 

 
The correct answer is [d.] Recalled information is loud and forceful like 

it was when you first heard, saw, smelled or felt. 
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Other Aspects To Remember When Taking Tests: 

 If you have read all the possible options and you truly do not 

know the correct answer; typically the longest answer is the 
correct answer.  Only use this method if you do not know the 

correct answer. 

 

 After you have marked an answer do not change your answer.  

Remember that we remember in pictures if you have applied the 

information to long term memory by reading or repetition it is 
organized and indexed and the brain will bring the correct 

picture to you mind.  This happens very soft and quietly [your 

first impression] this is where most student are faked out by 
reasoning.  If you change your answer you have just gotten it 

wrong. 

 
 Only change an answer if you have truly marked the wrong 

answer or when reading another question you find the correct 
answer.  [A question answers a question]. 

 
 Do not waste time trying to figure out or remember an answer to 

a particular question—ear mark it and come to it after you have 

answered the questions that you know. 
 

 Read each possible answer before making your selection. 
 

 

 


